Abstract
Introduction
Data fusion technology is of highly special significance in multiple real time application where group of data are combined, fused and modify to generate data information of appropriate quality. It is the process of combing information from multiple similar or dissimilar sources to provide robust and complete description of an environment or process of interest [1] . It finds many applications in military systems, in civilian surveillance and monitoring targets, in autonomous and process control system etc. The principle process of data fusion involves Identity fusion, data level fusion, and decision level fusion. The decision level fusion follows the merging information from multiple algorithms performed by multiple sources to yield resultant fused decision [2] . There are many constraints that need to be coined in order to achieve re-implementation of certain technological enhancement of the current system. The maximum extent to get better result numerical precision, reliable, stable and accuracy are to be considered. For such reason the data fusion methods are preferably considered in the drive toward autonomous systems. In principle, automated data fusion processes allow required measurements and information are to be combined to give knowledge of sufficient precision and integrity that problem may be formulated and executed autonomously [3] .
The most important problem in data fusion technology is the development of sensor models associated with both the state and observation process. The focus is highlight on the use of probabilistic and information-theoretic methods for sensor modeling and for data fusion. Probability theory provides an extensive and unified set of methods for describing and manipulating uncertainty. It explains clearly how basic probability models can be used to fuse information, to describe different architectures for data fusion and to manage sensors and its information. Bayes theorem is one of the best methods to deal with multi-source data fusion problems [4] . The value of Bayes theorem is to provide direct means of combining observed information with prior observation about the state of the probabilistic matrix. It has special advantage in supplying direct interpretation of multi sources observation with loads of information.
The combination of multi sensors may differ from sensor to sensor depending on real time application. This paper proposes multi-source system with three dissimilar sources such as Differential GPS (DGPS), Wireless Sensor (WS) and Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) whose sensor data are fused at decision level. Innovations are done so far in wireless communication and networking technology applied to railway. This challenge drastically changes the vision that transportation system of rail and its supporting system the way we mould the technology in the future. To identify the rail transportation safety issues in some notable cases such as accidents due to collision, at level crossing, derailment due to over speed, track and signaling fault, frequent train delay due to landslides are minimized only when we strictly monitor continuously the position and speed of the moving locomotive [6] .
Accurate estimation of locomotive position and speed is the basis for the safety of the automatic operation. None of the solution is possible unless the existing tracking and controlling system is replaced by more informative feasible system that showcases accurate locomotive position and speed of the entire network [7] . This opens significant platform for the research on development of an automated system which based on Differential Global Positioning System (DGPS), Wireless Sensor (WS) and Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) technologies with data fusion.
The organization of the paper is as follows. Section (2) explains the surveillance integration model of DGPS, WSN and RFID in which how data are communicate and processed to central office. This section also explains how the integration model is helpful for tracking locomotive in satellite visible and low satellite visibility areas. The data fusion methodology using dissimilar sources such as DGPS, WSN and RFID designing are explained in section (3) . Section (3.1) explains the proposed algorithm for fusion of different sources based on Bayes theorem. Section (3.2) describes the proposed Sensor model using Probability detection density function. Three sensors integration model analysis is done for different cases are explained in section (4) . Section (5) explains simulation set up and results analysis using Mat lab and Lab View. It also explains the results and analysis of the moving locomotive's position and velocity parameter concern graph with related prior and posterior probability density function. Section (6) depicts concluding remarks. It consists of Differential GPS, Wireless Sensor and Radio Frequency Identification model. The Differential GPS gives meter level accuracy which measures the locomotive position, velocity and other current state values. It uses multiple receivers to increase measurement accuracy. With the help of both roving receivers and stationary receivers it measures satellite position. Wireless Sensor is predominant technology for autonomous sensor data collection process [10] . It is possible only when group of heterogeneous sensor nodes capable of sensing, identifying, positioning the objects to monitor and control in distributed manners. But correct detection and identifying the rail is also very important that are not easily done by WSN. On the other hand Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) detects and identifies the locomotives that are not easily detectable by WSN. A tag has an identification information and memory that stores additional data. The reader is able to read and write the data from tags [12] [14] . Each tag is equipped with wireless module which can transmit data to the reader. In fact the reader is acts as sensor node which reads the identification of moving locomotive.
Ground Based Real Time Wireless Rail Surveillance Integration Model

Selection of Data Fusion Methodology
A single source cannot provide complete information but multi-source data fusion would provide robust and optimized information about the problem. The fused data observation has improved reliability and it preserve all relevant information contained in the primary source data. Data fusion is the combination of data from different similar or dissimilar sources, and can be implemented in number of ways. For our modeling purposes we design simplest data fusion model as shown in Figure 3 where DGPS, WSN and RFID models are considered as three dissimilar sources sending same data with multiple inputs. Differential GPS is using multiple receivers to increase measurement accuracy. The mobile receivers calculate their absolute positions with increased accuracy by altering their received satellite measurements in co-ordination with base station. WSN are mainly used for sensing, identifying, positioning, monitoring the locomotive and its surrounding environment. Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) integrating with WSN provide more accurate and higher precise results. RFID detects and identify the object that is not easily detectable by WSN. In Pre-Processing, the different input data convert in to a format that is usable by the developed frame work. Then combine these data using data fusion process in order to increase the accuracy and stability. The data fusion technique is used to combining data available from multiple sources and converts in to one representational form. The process is supposed to achieve improved accuracy [17] .
There are several methods that works on data fusion technology irrelevant to number and type of source data. There are number of Sensor fusion algorithms can be classified into three different groups: We focus our attention on probabilistic model with single network flow that is assumed to consist of single data path attempting to gather information from number of data sources. Bayes theorem provides most general Probability model used for fusing data information.
Proposed Algorithm for Fusion of Different Sources Based on Bayes Theorem
It is required to determine target (locomotive), where detection probabilities are obtained from three independent sources y1 (DGPS), y2(WSN) and y3(RFID). The source bases target reporting on three sensor sources x1,x2,x3. The first source is employing a pair of dependent observations z1, z2, and the second from observation z2, z3 and third source is employing dependent observation z3,z1.
Consider three independent sources such as DGPS, WSN and RFID models with corresponding random variables x, y, z on which joint probability density function can be represented as P(x, y, z). Then with the help of chain-rule of conditional probabilities, the density function is expanded as, P(x, y, z) = P(x, y/ z) P (z)………………………………………………………….. (1) P(x, y, z) = P (x/y, z) P(y/z) P (z) ……………………………………………... (2) P (x, y/z) = P(x/z) P(y/z)……………………………………..………………... (3) Rearranging the conditional densities, P(x/z) = P (z/x) P(x) ÷ P (z)………………………………………………......... (4) P (y/z) = P (z/y) p(y) ÷ P (z) ………………………………………………….... (5) Where P (x), P (y) ---Prior Probability detection density function P (x/z), P (y/z) ----Posterior distribution function P (z/x), P (z/y) ------Conditional Probabilities detection density function
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The Bayes theorem highlight on by combining observed information with prior and posterior distribution state of the variable. The conditional Probability P(z/x) and P (z/y) are act as sensor model.
Proposed Sensor Model Using Probability Detection Density Function
While we are building sensor model using Probability detection density function, the following assumptions are to be consider; Practically P (z/x) and P (z/y) are constructed as function of both the variables. For fixed values of X and Y, the distribution in Z is defined. As X and Y vary family of distribution in Z is formed. Hence Bayes theorem is directly apply to the multi sources for data fusion process. Consider the set of observations corresponding to the multi sources such as DGPS, WSN and RFID.
Zn}………………………………………………(6)
Based on this information it is easy to construct a posterior distribution P(x | Zn) and P(y/Zn). These are describing the relative likelihoods of the various values of the state of interest x ∈ X and y∈ Y. In principle, Bayes theorem can be directly apply to compute this distribution function from P(x | Z n ) = P (Z n | x) P(x) ÷ P (Z n ) = P (z1…….zn| x) P(x) ÷ P(z1, ……, z n)………………………….…….. The joint distribution [P (x/z) and P(y/z)] of all possible combinations of observations P (z/x) and P (z/y) are conditioned the true state x ∈ X and y∈ Y. The information obtained from the i th information source is independent of the information obtained from other sources.
With this assumption, applying the chain rule to the joint probability detection density function on three random variable x, y, z P(x/y, z) = P (x/z) , P(y/x, z) = P (y/z) which implies that P (z| x, z1, ・・・,zi−1, zi+1, ・・・, z n) = P(z i| x) …………………………………(9) P (z/y,z1……………zi-1, zi+1……….z n) = P(z I /y) ………………………………. (10) With conditional independence of the Probability detection density Function, P(x, y/z) = P(x/z) P (y/z) P (z1, ・・, z n | x) = P(z1 | x) ・・P(z n | x) = ∑i=1 P (z I // x)…………………. (11) P (z1, ・ …. ,z n | y) = P(z1 | y) ・….・P(z n | y) = ∑i=1 P (z I // y)…………….. (12) Substituting equation (11) in eq. (7) P (x/z n ) = [P (z n )] -1 P(x) ∑i=1 P ( zI /x)…………………………………………….. (13) Substituting equation (12) in eq. (8) P (y/z n ) = [ P ( z n )] -1 P(y) ∑i=1 P ( z I /y)………………………………………. (14) Hence the updated likelihoods in the final state depend on the posterior distribution on x and y is proportional to the product of prior likelihood and individual likelihoods from each information source. The conditional distribution P (Zn) is considered to be normalizing constant. Equation (13) and (14) highlights on direct computation methods for relative likelihood in different values of state from multiple numbers of observations. The conditional probabilities P (z i| x) and P ( zi/y) are collect priori as functions of x, y and z i.
When sequence of observation Zn = {z1, z2, ・・・, z n} is consider, then probability distribution and likelihood functions are depends only on unknown state x and y. For specific observation sequence {z1,z2…….z n}, posterior distribution P (x/z n) and P (y/z n) which is function of x and y is product of likelihood functions with the prior information P(x) and P(y).
The results obtained from multiple sources are independent when conditioned on the true state.
P(z1,・・・, zn) ≠ P(z1) ・・P(z n),……………………………………………...(15)
As each source of information depend on common state x ∈ X and y∈ Y. It is proved that the underlying state is the only thing in common among information sources. In this way once the state has been specified it is apparently assume that the information collected is conditionally independent of the state.
The integration of information is combined with all past and present information P (z k | x) and P (z k/y).
. (16) And P(y, Z k) = P (z k/y) P (Zk-1/y) P(y) …………..……………………………… (17) Equating both sides of this expansion gives
. (20) Similarly P (y/Z k) = P (z k/y) P(x/Zk-1) P (z k/Zk-1)…………………...…………. (21) The significance of above equation is said to be improvement in computational and memory requirement and it contains complete history of past information.
Three Sensors Integration Model Analysis
Consider multi-source model described by the likelihood matrix which estimating discrete parameters on the basis of observations and some prior information. The subject of interest is modeled by single state x which can take on one of three values: From the above three cases, we notice that the result of the integration process is to increase the probability in both type 1 target (locomotive in satellite visible) and type 2 targets (locomotive in low satellite visible) at the expense of the no-target (locomotive) theory. Clearly, DGPS, WSN and RFID integration model is good at detecting locomotive in both areas. The fused data emerging out of various sources provides substantial improvements in overall system performance.
Simulation Results with Result Analysis
Our experimental results shows that, the comparisons between measurement of kinematic parameters of moving locomotive by single source as well as fusion result using DGPS, WSN and RFID. The experimental setup is as follows: the DGPS model, WSN model, RFID model and data fusion models are scaled of 5 evenly spaced values of the sensing ranging from 1 to 50 are tested, while for the observation model the number of sources is varied from +20 to-20. For three models the communication radius duration is varied from 10 to 45msec in increments of 5. For each combination 10 experiments were run. In some cases a particular experiment is results in unconnected graphs or no inputs. The measurement calculations from these cases are not considered while computing the averages. Figure 4 depicts the prior probability detection density functions when the locomotive is moving in satellite visible areas. Figure 5 represents the posterior probability detection density functions when the locomotive is moving in low satellite visible areas. The sensing range selected for both the cases is same. Figure 6 . In this figure it is seen that the WSN and DGPS sensor measurements are seems to coincide with one another in the lower bound all throughout. This is because when detection range is even of moderate length, with high probability results in high detection performance accuracy.
The performance of the RFID approaches optimal as sensing time period increases. For the time interval t=0 to 50 as is seen from the graph, the detection performance of DGPS is more deviated in positive prior probability detection density function. The detection performance of Wireless sensor is more deviated towards negative prior probability detection density function and result of RFID is neither more positive nor more negative prior probability detection density function. For t=0 to 20ms, the detection performance accuracy graph of WSN, RFID and DGPS is almost closely related to each other. For the time interval t=20ms to 50ms, the accuracy of the detection performance of these sensor data are constant. But the fused data show very good detection performance for the t=20 to 50ms. Figure 7 Shows the velocity measurement performance by various sensors when the locomotive is moving in satellite visible and low satellite visible areas. For the sensing time period t=0 to 35ms, the velocity detection performance of DGPS, WSN are almost shows the result based on posterior density function but RFID performs poorly when the sensing range is really large least performance. At t=45ms, the fused data graph depict more accurate and stable result well all through. In other words, the outputs of DGPS, WSN and RFID models shows same quality and mathematically equivalent results in this test. The priori and posterior error Variance of fused data outputs computed on the basis of comparability with all sources with 80% -95% detection accuracy. From the simulation results it is noticed that the data fusion has improved performance comparing to measurement of individual sensor and that it results in better detection of the locomotive. To summarize, our experiments shows the detection accuracy due to data fusion can be quite significant with DGPS, WSN and RFID particularly when there are lot of sources are consider.
Figure 6. Position Measurement of Moving Locomotive
Conclusion
Data fusion process is done using multi-source such as DGPS, WSN and RFID models. It provides better numerical precision, reliable and accurate complete information than performance of single sensor. The fused data observation is utilized for kinematics measurement of moving locomotives in satellite visible as well as low satellite visible areas. Bayes theorem is proposed here and the implementation is done with the help of prior probability detection density and posterior probability detection density model. Two set of reading are verified for position and velocity parameters. It is conclude that the computation time for each sensor and fused sensor is estimated with respect to the distribution observation. The probabilistic detection model design based on Bayes theorem have been tested for detection of moving locomotive through the fusion of position and velocity measurements coming from DGPS, WSN and RFID sensors. Our paper has summarized the basics of the Bayes theorem, which is the most popular approach to implement sensor data fusion in probabilistic systems and its related application in real time continuous tracking and monitoring of locomotives. This research proves the probabilistic model offers significant detection performance accuracy level of 95% for moving locomotives across wide range of operational scenarios.
